
Shayne Guy Helps Pool Owners Save Money
on Energy Costs and Minimize Climate Impact

AUSTRALIA, May 24, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Shayne Guy, an industry leader in pool services

and eco-friendly solutions, is dispelling common misconceptions about swimming pools.

Homeowners often view pools as expensive and burdensome, with maintenance costs, high

energy consumption, and potential environmental harm. However, Shayne Guy's award-winning

pool services challenge these notions.

Recognised with the 2022 Highly Commended Industry Award, Shayne Guy offers innovative

solutions that address clients' pool needs. The  Climate Care Certified products he uses provide

hassle-free options, minimizing environmental impact while delivering long-term cost savings

compared to traditional equipment. By prioritising energy efficiency, Shayne significantly reduces

operating costs for customers, ensuring savings without compromising quality or performance.

Through Shayne's services, pool owners discover that owning and maintaining a pool is simpler

than anticipated. With cutting-edge products and solutions, clients enjoy all the benefits of pool

ownership while spending less time on upkeep, reducing energy bills, and minimising

environmental consequences. Shayne Guy is the ideal partner for those seeking a cost-effective

and eco-conscious approach to pool ownership.

Shayne's expertise guarantees a superior pool experience without the complexities of

management. His deep understanding of energy efficiency in the pool industry and

environmental impact benefits all pool owners. To learn more and embark on a rewarding pool

journey, visit www.pmsaust.com.au and connect with Shayne Guy today.

Shayne Guy

Pool Maintenance & Safety Aust

+61  450 717 640

pool@pmsaust.com.au

This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/635632056
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